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To allow users to truly use the Web to construct personal information systems, users must be able to write
their own applications to retrieve, massage, combine,
and store information from Web servers. Information
providers cannot know all the ways their information
can be used; that is determined by the collectivity of
users. If users cannot write their own applications, then
Web access will remain a tedious and manual process.
After describing two small applications we show that the
Web architecture, based on HTML, a display-oriented
language for describing pictures, does not support client
applications very well; the structure and markup of a
page does not describe its information in a way easily
understood by software. Nevertheless, because the information is mostly textual and was designed to convey
that information to a human, it is often possible to retrieve needed information from a page. We describe our
implementation, written in Scheme, which queries pages
using set predicates, extracts information, and uses that
to query further Web pages. Extensions of this approach
can combine this information with the clients other local resources. Finally, the same tools are applicable to
more sophisticated markup systems, such as SGML or
its Web-oriented offspring XML.

1 Introduction
Our goal is not to enable information systems to use
the Web, but to enable individuals to use the Web as an
information system. This juxtaposition may seem para-

doxical; the Web has provided a means for an unprecedented number of people and organizations to place
information in the electronic public square. But the
Web has likewise created the electronic public square in
which an unprecedented number of people can be overwhelmed by this information without providing much
respite. Molding this morass into a personal information
system requires writing applications to retrieve, massage, store, compare, and otherwise organize and manipulate this information. Because these systems are
personalized, they must run at the client – no server can
know all they ways users might want to use their information. As we shall see this is no trivial task, due partly
to architectural decisions made in the early Web.
The Web is a vast reservoir of semi-structured information. Most of the structure is poor and most of
the information is irrelevent to any particular purpose.
We have built tools to take advantage of this structure,
such as it is, to extract specific information from different servers and to combine information from multiple
pages and servers in an automated way. Without such
tools, search and extraction is slow, tedious, and manually intensive. What tools are otherwise available are
simple - indexing and offline downloading. We exploit
two integral characteristics of the Web: pages are built
to convey information, and that information is conveyed
using SGML.
Much of this problem is inherent in the current architecture of the Web, particularly HTML. It would be
easy to find fault here, but this is the architecture which
bootstrapped the Web. More sophisticated tools, such
as SGML [9] and CORBA, were available even at the
beginning; they were not able to command anywhere
near the popularity of the Web. Only with the arrival
of servers proffering information people can use on a
daily (or even more frequent) basis does the Web really
require the kind of systems they were built to support.
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Our approach is designed to take advantage of an evolution of the Web in that direction, as well as working with
the current architecture.
The rest of this paper is composed of five sections.
Section two introduces the concept of a client-side application through two small, toy example. Section three
discusses the weakness of the current Web for supporting these applications. Section four describes the work
we have done to compensate for these problems. Section
five presents some related work, and conclusions are in
section six.

2 The Web as Information Provider
We shall look at two small applications using the
Web as an information system. The first uses the Internet Movie Database to play the Kevin Bacon game
for various actors. Although very simple, it dramatically demonstrates the utility of applications to manipulate Web information. The second one retrieves comic
strips. Although not much more sophisticated, it begins to convey the complexity of the problem. The same
techniques, and problems, apply to multiserver financial
applications. Both applications access commercial Web
sites providing real data. As all the pages we have used
contain copyrighted material, our illustrations use simulated HTML.

2.1 The Kevin Bacon Game
If we consider the set of all actors as the nodes in a
graph, and create an edge between two actors if they’ve
appeared in a movie together, we get a large graph, G .
Let us distinguish the node, B , representing the actor
Kevin Bacon. The goal of the Kevin Bacon game is to
determine the minimum path through G from any particular actor’s node to B . This game has been popular
in the US for a few years, with its own web sites. The
Internet Movie Database (IMDB)[16] is a large database
of information on films and actors. Given the name of a
film, it will return a page of information, including the
names of all the actors. Given the name of an actor, it
will return a list of that actor’s films. (The IMDB also includes reviews and other information not relevant to the
current problem.) This is just the information necessary
to automate the Kevin Bacon game.
IMDB pages have a very simple format, similar to
figure 1. Each page has some introductory information, indicating the movie or actor the page is about,
some commercial information, and then either the movie

<html>
<head>
<title> A Movie on the Internet </title>
</head>
<body>
<h1> A Movie on the Internet (2001) </h1>
<table>
.... uninteresting stuff ...
</table>
<h2> Director </h2>
<p><a href = ‘‘director-list/some-director’’>
Some Director</a>
<h2> Actors </h2>
<ul>
<li><a href = ‘‘actors/an-actor’’>
An Actor</a> -- A Role
<li>...
..
</ul>
...
</html>

Figure 1: Example Movie Record

credits (essentially a list of lists) or the actor filmography. This regularity allowed a colleague to develop a
Scheme-based webbot to play the KBG by parsing these
pages with regular-expression pattern matching. The
program retrieves the filmographies of the two endpoints
in the graph (one of whom was normally Kevin Bacon),
parses these, gets the actor lists, etc., matching the lists
until a common movie was reached. Since the method is
breadth first, the first match is sure to be the shortest.
This application is simple and succeeds because of
the simplicity of the input data, but its success is tantalizing. It uses information on the Web in a way never
intended by the information provider, and it provides an
enormous savings over the point and click alternative – if
we assume each actor has 10 credits, and each movie has
10 actors, a Bacon number of two requires looking at 22
pages and up to 200 actors, and a Bacon number of three
requires 4000 pages. Although this already includes almost all actors, there are a few obscure individuals with
Bacon numbers of 7. If we assume just 10 seconds per
page, an absurdly low number for the amount of checking required by human, this implies 11 hours per actor.
Search time rapidly overcomes programming time.
The regular expression approach is sufficient for simple applications, but more complex applications rapidly
become close to insurmoutable, especially if we start
to consider ones organizing information from multiple servers. In addition, an avid movie watcher would
want a standardized interface to automatically analyze a
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movie against personal criteria (such as comparing actors or director to a list of favorites), wherever on the
Net the title appears. The KGB represents the bottom
level of desired functionality, but starkly demonstrates
the possible economies of scale of programming the
Web. The tools described below show how to support
the more sophisticated applications.

2.2 Reading the Comics
Our first webbot, done well before the KBG webbot just described, was a comic strip reader (CSR). The
information is a little more structurally complex, and
demonstrates some of the limitations of the current Web
as a personal information system.
United Media has a Web site [17] displaying several
newspaper comic strips online with a one week delay.
The Web site is structured as a four level tree:
1. The root page lists all the comic strips currently online. This changes occasionally, as strips are added
or removed, so the page must be checked from time
to time.
2. Each strip has its own page with some information
about the strip, its author, etc. Most important, this
page contains the GIF image with the day’s cartoon. The URL for this image changes daily.
3. Each strip also has an archive page pointing to the
GIF images for the previous weeks. These pages
are important if the user has had to skip one or more
days.
4. The various GIF images for the strips.
The site is popular, and access can be quite slow from
time to time. United Media has advertising banners on
many pages, as well as other images.
Reading the comics through a browser can be very
tedious. The time spent actually reading the strips can be
swamped by the time spent waiting for them to appear.
At a minimum, even if the user has bookmarks for all
the strips, there are at least two Web accesses per strip one for the page and one for the image (since the URL
of the image changes every day, the page cannot be kept
locally. There are probably additional HTTP calls for
other images.
Web comic reading looks like an application ripe for
automation, but doing so is not straightforward. Somewhere on the strip page is an IMG tag pointing to the GIF
for the day, but there may be many; unlike the IMDB
pages, there is no easy identifying string. It would be

possible to precode some of the names, but then the webbot would not be able to automatically find when new
comics are added. Somewhere else is an HREF attribute
pointing to the archive page - but which one? Building
a comic reader requires looking at the underlying Web
pages, but when we look at them there isn’t a lot of help,
just a lot of tags for how to display things interspersed
with URLs. There’s very little explicit information for
the application at hand.
In the end, or course, we built a comic reader, but we
used a more sophisticated approach than regular expressions. Our goal was an approach that served not just for
simple applications, such as these, but was extensible to
a variety of far more sophisticated ones.

3 The Weakness of the Web
To understand why it is difficult to build real applications we need to look at the basic architecture of the
Web, particularly the world provided by HTML.
HTML, the Hypertext Markup Language is the cornerstone of the Web. HTML provides the Web with two
important ingredients:
1. A standard, platform independent, terminal. Any
HTML page should appear in legible form on any
browser, regardless of the browser author/vendor.
A terminal, though, is a device to present a picture to a human. To a large degree, HTML is a
language for describing how to draw a particular
picture. As a consequence of this the server’s job
is not providing information, it is providing a picture from which an informed human can glean the
original information. This leads to more time spent
in differentiating pictures than in standardizing the
information they transmit.
2. A standard user interface metaphor, the hypertext
page (although the scroll might be a more appropriate term, as these pages are of arbitrary length).
A page is a discrete entity with a fixed amount of
information on it. Humans look at pages one at a
time. Pages, and the links among them, are fairly
static. Since many humans may look at the same
pages for different reasons, it is often necessary to
look at a lot of pages before finding the desired information.
The latter element, the page, is by far the more onerous for the human, while the former makes automating
tools to use the Web difficult. The page divides all the information on the site into preformatted chunks. Informa-
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tion is only available to the client through its visual presentation, which must be navigated by a human. Chunks
are either small, meaning a lot of time is spent traversing them to find related information placed on separate
pages by the author (this is not meant as a criticism;
some partitioning is necessary), or they are very large,
usually of unwieldy size. In either case, the user may
need to look at a large number of pages before finding all
the desired information. In the comic strip example, the
user needs to navigate several pages to get the desired
comic strips simply because the pages are organized that
way. Other organizations might increase or decrease the
number of pages: on the one hand, a checklist of the desired comics could decrease the number of pages to two,
and at the other extreme, the entire site archive could be
downloaded at once, reducing the number of pages to
one, but leaving the user trying to find the desired strips
from several hundred (not to ignore the download time).
The appearance of a standardized network terminal,
the other important aspect of HTML, is at first sight a
great advance, but makes our task very difficult. Building a personal information system from the Web requires
client-side applications understand the information they
receive. The HTML standard terminal does not provide
much help. It is a block-mode terminal for text and images interspersed with formatting instructions. Since the
text is usually large with respect to the formatting instructions, as in the case of the IMDB, some progress
can be made with keyword search, regular expressions,
or (as we do for the CSR) structurally, such as finding the third item of the second list in the first paragraph. Since all of these require pulling information out
of the screen description, they are all essentially screenscraping, an old technique used to allow PCs to build
applications using mainframe information by emulating terminals through software and pulling off different
pieces.
The model-view-controller (MVC) [14] user interface
paradigm familiar from Smalltalk provides an interesting perspective. In MVC, the model represents the underlying data and operations, the view represents the
user interface, and the controler is the set of routines
which map between the other two. Any particular model
may have any number of views and controlers associated
with it. As all the “real information” is contained in the
model, we need to migrate the model, or at least a representation of part of it, down to the user. Once the user,
or more appropriately, the user’s agent, has that information, it can start to build a local representation of the
model and manipulate it as it does any other data structure. The local agent can also apply multiple views to

the data; display is an important one, but not the only
one. If we want our local applications to change the
state of the model on the server, then we will also need
local controlers which understand how to link the local
representation to the server representation.
From the MVC perspective, HTML represents the
view. The model and most of the controler remain at the
server side. Unforntunately, a page can only provide one
view. People need information not pages. Pages should
just be a convenient UI metaphor, but people are forced
to examine page after page on the Web, locked into the
pages built by the server. Part of our task becomes resuscitating the model out of the particular view employed.
For example, suppose the second anchor on each of a
set of pages refers to some particular related other page
indicates that those anchors have some special semantic meaning in the underlying model. However, since
the model itself is not directly available, this can only
be inferred from an examination of the particular view
presented by the page, which must be done either by a
human or some type of inference engine.
Without access to the underlying model, Web tools
remain very weak. The omnipresent search engines are
only capable of variations on word search, but can’t have
any idea of what the words are for. Other tools, such as
Web-whacker [18], which download all or part of a site,
won’t work either – they are inherently off-line (so they
can’t be used as part of an interactive application).

4 Building Applications: getting the story
from the picture
Despite these deficiencies, building personal information systems from the Web remains a compelling
goal. In the long term we look forward to the arrival of
more powerful data modelling tools, particularly XML
(a variant of SGML designed specifically for the Web),
to mitigate our problem. This paper will concentrate
on the short term - using the structure available through
HTML to build applications. Fortunately the approach
we have been using for HTML will work with XML as
well.
Although HTML has a very flat structure and is organized around displaying pictures, we can write applications to “understand” Web pages for two reasons:

 the picture is still written to convey information.
Implicit in the layout of the picture is the structure
of the underlying problem domain. It is often possible to map that picture back to where it came from.
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(This is not true of all pages, but it applies to many
of the major information providers’.)

 pictures providing similar information look the
same, at least from a single server. In other words,
the mapping from the picture to the underlying information stays the same, so the energy put into
finding the mapping doesn’t need to be reapplied
with every page, at least within a single server. This
has the same time and cost saving for the developer
as for the reader.
The easiest way to get real access to this structure
is to manipulate the HTML as SGML, so we have
been using SP, a public-domain SGML parser written
in C++[19]. Because the popular HTML browsers are
so lax about the documents they accept, it is difficult to
find correct HTML out on the Web, so the first step in
any application is to filter the incoming pages to “correct” their grammar. Once that is done the filtered output can be fed through the parser and brought into an
application as a tree of document elements.
There are two approaches to using the document tree:
1. Tree walking, where the applications does a traversal of a part of the tree and code explicitly examines
each node. Tree walking is best when most of the
element tree includes useful information.
2. Querying, where a short expression finds individual
nodes or subtrees based on some search criteria.
These are not at all mutually exclusive. A query can
be used to return a set of subtrees which the application then walks. In this paper we will concentrate on the
query aspects.
To query pages, we developed a very simple, tree oriented query language, closely related to the XPOINTER
specification from the Text Encoding Initiative [12]. The
current XML linking proposal has a subset of these features. A query is essentially a list of set predicates on
. Starting with the current node, the statement will determine which adjacent node to move to – whether parent, child, or sibling – based on characteristics of those
nodes. In our little language, a query is a list of set predicates applied to neighboring nodes in one of the following directions:

 Up to ancestors of the current node.
 Down to descendants of current node.
 Across to siblings (either before or after).
 Stay, and apply the query to the current node.

Each predicate determines two sets:
1. A set of nodes to be added to the result set of the
total query.
2. The set of nodes to which the following search
predicate is to be applied.
To execute, the query is applied to any arbitrary
node (the source), usually the root of the document (the
<HTML> tag in a Web document). The head predicate
is evaluated for some set of nodes in the tree related
to the source, as explained below, and returns the set
for which the predicate returns true. The next predicate
is then evaluated against these nodes returning another
set, etc., until evaluating the last predicate returns the result of the query. As an example, each predicate might
search some subset of the children of the nodes returned
by the previous predicate. This would result in a breadth
first search of the tree. The query language itself is not
intended to be Turing complete - it is a quick way to get
a small set of relevant nodes from a document tree for
further processing.
An SGML node has a number of properties a query
predicate can evaluate. Principle among these are:

 The node’s name, or generic identifier. This identifies the node’s type. For HTML this has values
such as P, IMG, etc.
 The names and values of the node’s attributes. The
attributes of a node are a set of (name, value) pairs.
Both are strings. An example would be HREF =
‘‘http://www.ieee.org’’.
 The parent, children, and siblings of a node.
There are other possibly relevant properties, such as the
grammar production generating the node, but we have
not directly included them in the current implementation.
Each query predicate has one of two forms - it is either a traversal node or a selection node - where selection
nodes are terminal nodes which either pull out the body
or an attribute of the node.
Query predicates contain six elements:
1. The direction of the predicate. This indicates which
document nodes, in relation to the root node, are
candidates to be traversed. Possible values are:

 Up: traverse the tree back towards the root of
the document.
 Down: examine the descendants of the current node.
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 Across: examine the siblings (currently only
in the positive direction) of the current node.
 Stay: look at the current node.
2. The traversal names gives a list of element names
or false. If the list starts with include, then
the rest of the list gives the names of element to be
traversed; any other names are not traversed. If the
list starts with exclude, then all nodes without
those element names are traversed. If false is
given, then all nodes are traversed.
3. the traversal function is an optional boolean-valued
function applied to each node which passes the
traversal name filter (above). Only nodes for which
this function returns true are actually traversed.
The default function always returns true.
4. the selection names gives a list of names for elements to be included in the output to the query. This
provides a means of including some nodes that are
being traversed in the final results. By default, only
the output from the last predicate is included. The
list of selection names provides a means for some
intermediate predicates to provide output without
otherwise requiring several different queries.
5. the selection function, similar to the traversal function provides a means for an additional filter on elements in the selection names list.
6. the amount field gives the number of links to cross
(i.e., child to parent, sibling to sibling) before deciding stopping the traversal. If false, then the
whole document is traversed.
Generally only the direction and traversal names are required for locating specific elements in the document.
Extract predicates have three or four fields, depending:
1. The selection name list, as in the traversal nodes,
gives a list of element names for which information
is to be extracted.
2. The selection function, likewise, is a boolean function applied to nodes which pass the selection name
list.
3. The selection type is either body or attrib. In
the former case, the body of the element is extracted. In the latter, an attribute will be extracted.
4. The attribute name field specifies which attribute is
to be selected if the selection type is attrib.

<html>
<head>
<title>This is the Comix Page</title>
</head>
<body>
<table>...
<tr> The following contains comix.
<tr> ...
<ul>
<a href = ‘‘comic/strip1/index.html>
<img src=‘‘comic/strip1/strip1-logo.gif’’>
Strip 1 </a>
<a href = ‘‘comic/strip2/index.html>
<img src=‘‘comic/strip1/strip2-logo.gif’’>
Strip 2 </a>
<a ...

Figure 2: Example comic strip index

Because they return text values instead of nodes in
the document tree, extract predicates can only come at
the end of a query. If there is no extract predicate at the
end of the query, then a set of 0 or more document nodes
are returned.
The query language is designed to be useful rather
than complete and to combine easily with the Scheme
application. For example, it does not have a fixed point
operator, case statement, or explicit recursion. The majority of documents do not seem to need them. This is
not surprising, as most documents are intended for human consumption. Any of these can be implemented, for
any particular example, with additional Scheme code.
In the current implementation, the document trees are
composed of one document each, although forests of
documents are easy to construct. New documents trees
are retrieved with a call to retrieve-parsed-url (a call to
retrieve-url will return a non HTML/SGML document),
and a map (which applies a function to all the elements
in a list and returns the results as alist) applying retrieveparsed-url to all the HREF values of all the A elements
of a document would return a list of trees. However, if
we were to extend the query language to automatically
retrieve documents, then a more sophisticated language
would be necessary; it would need to deal with the entire
web, not just one document in it.
In the CSR we use the query language to find the locations of the different pieces of information we need.
Suppose the toplevel page has a format similar to that in
figure 2. To find the anchors for the individual comics
pages, we need to find the TABLE element. Within that
we look for the second row (TR), within that for the unordered list, and finally for the anchors (A). From each
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anchor we extract the HREF attribute. This is expressed
as follows:
(get-nodes
(list-ref
(get-nodes doc
’((down (include TABLE))
(down (include TR)))) 1)
’(down (include A)))
The function get-nodes is the central player in evaluating queries. Given a node and a query expression, it
applies the query to the node, resulting in a list of nodes
(the closest Scheme datatype to an actual set). The inner
query gets all the TRs within TABLEs among the descendants of doc. The list-ref retrieves the second
item on the list of these nodes, and the outer query gets
all the A nodes. Queries can be interspersed freely with
the Scheme code.
The actual code used for the traversal of the top level
comics page is shown in figure 3. It defines a function, first-page-urls with two parameters. The
comix-tree parameter contains a pointer to the parsed
page (among other things), and cur-path is the base URL
for the page. The querying occurs in two parts. The first
part is in lines 5 and 6, which retrieves all the anchors
within unordered lists on the page. These happened to
include all the desired nodes because there was only one
unordered list on the page. How strict to define the query
is an important problem. In this case, if another unordered list were added to the page, the query would
give inapropriate results. Further specifying the query
(such as identifying the nodes that surround or precede
it) can prevent this by elminating unrelated parts of the
document. The list of anchors becomes the source for
two other queries. The first (line 11) extracts all the anchor bodies, in this case the names of the strips. The
second (line 14) extracts the HREF values. These two
lists are paired, and the pairs (comic name, comic URL)
are passed back to the caller.
The result of this query is a list of relative URLs, so it
is important for the application to keep track of the base
URL for the page.
Once all the individual comic pages are retrieved, we
can search them to retrieve the GIFs containing the actual strips. That piece of query code is in figure 4. The
query starting on line 4 extracts the values of the SRC
attributes of all the images in anchors. This list needs
to be pared down, as it also include items in the archive.
The call to reduce eliminates all GIF images not containing the string archive in their path. The remaining

(define first-page-urls
(lambda (comix-tree cur-path)
(let* ((cmx-anchors
(get-nodes (caar comix-tree)
’((down #f #f (include UL)
#f #f)
(down #f #f (include A)
#f #f))))
(cmx-pairs
(map (lambda (x y) (cons x y))
(get-nodes (cdr cmx-anchors)
’((extract #f #f body)))
(get-nodes (cdr cmx-anchors)
’((extract #f #f attr HREF))))))
cmx-pairs)))

Figure 3: Comic root traversal code
(define get-todays-gif
(lambda (doc cur-path)
(let* ((gif-list
(get-nodes doc
’((down #f #f (include A)
#f #f)
(down #f #f (include IMG)
#f #f)
(extract #f #f attr SRC))))
(good-gif
(reduce (lambda (x)
(if (find-substring x
"archive")
x #f)) gif-list))
(gif-url (string-append cur-path
(car good-gif))))
(retrieve-url gif-url))))

Figure 4: Comic strip traversal code

strings are appended to the path (line 10), and then retrieved (line 11).
As shown, the application is based entirely on search.
The result, the GIF images, are stored on disk and
viewed “offline.” All the Web access and retrieval is
done automatically – Web delays and bad pages are hidden from the user.
The previous section showed how to take the document tree and traverse it to find various items for an application. These ad hoc queries can become reusable
if made part of a standardized interface to the document. Retrieved pages can be wrapped inside objects
and the different queries used as methods on those objects. These objects become the model for the information at the particular server. For example, the actor
and movie pages of the IMDB can be treated as objects.
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Queries to locate an actor’s filmography or a movie’s
director can be associated with that page as methods.
In addition, by encapsulating the pages and providing
a higher-level interface they can be applied to information from multiple sites. In the CSR, the different pages
represent either a list of strips or the strip object itself,
with methods for GIF, current date, archive, etc. This information, standard to the domain, would be present in
the pages of another comic strip provider, but using different HTML. Different queries applied to these pages
will result in the same information. Using object encapsulation, we can treat both of these sites in a consistent
manner.

5 Related Work
Since its inception, the Web has been server-centric.
The architecture has concentrated more on publishing
information (and now, through Java, of software) than
on accessing it.
What is particularly unique about this approach is it
is completely client centric. Java and TCL, for example, have been proposed for sending code to execute on
clients, but these remain server-centric. The client CPU
becomes an extension of the server’s. This approach
reaches its apotheosis in the Network Computer, a diskless workstation that functions like a personal computer,
but downloads all its applications from a central server.
This kind of architecture makes sense in a centralized
environment, but not in an open network like the internet.
Agents, whether mobile or stationary, are much close
to our approach, in that they “work” for the client. Mobile agents, exemplified by General Magic’s Odyssey
(formerly Telescript)[10], normally travel to one or more
servers to gather information to eventually send back
to the client. We have done previous work with mobile distributed objects. Mobile agents can use the
same structure-based approach to interrogate pages at
the server as well as the client, with the same advantages
in bandwidth and security mobile agents provide. However, mobile agents require significant support from the
server. It is inherently limited to servers willing to accept and run agent. There may be ubiquitous support for
mobile agents in the future. Our approach requires no
awareness from the server; all the action occurs at the
client. Recommender systems[13, 5], such as Webdoggie [20], which attempts to recommend pages similar to
ones you have previously express rated highly may work
on behalf of the client, but cannot be used to create applications.

Shopbot[6], an automated shopping agent, has very
similar, if more limited goals. Given a set of storefront
Web sites, Shopbot can learn how to query the stores
for information, i.e. price, about particular product categories (such as CDs or software). Once the learning
phase has finished, humans can use Shopbot to get information from these stores. Shopbot relies on a domain model for each product type, as well as several
heuristics about how web pages are constructed, as well
as its learning algorithm. Shopbot is very powerful, in
that the end user doesn’t need to know anything about
the HTML pages of the different stores. However it is
very special purpose and domain specific. A Shopbot
type agent will be most useful where there are a large
number of similar sites and many people interested in
the desired information, amortizing the cost of domain
analysis, etc., to amortized over the number of queries.
Our approach is at the other end. The two approaches
can be made to work together through the use of common interfaces. However, if XML, described below, becomes successful, the need for analyzing HTML in the
way Shopbot does will decrease, while our approach becomes even more feasible.
The query language we have used is based on predicates that work from a node of the document towards
other node(s) of interest. Web query languages based
on SQL are also starting to appear. The language in
[2] is based directly on HTML, while [11, 1] and [15]
(only announced days before this paper was submitted)
both target SGML. SQL was intended for a very different kind of data than trees, so it is an open question
whether it is an appropriate syntax. For our examples,
path expressions are more compact than an SQL derivative would be, but there are undoubtedly many instances
where the opposite would not be true; path expressions
cannot easily handle where clauses comparing values in
separate nodes (although this can be done with an expanded syntax) or combine nodes from separate documents. Whatever the Web query language chosen for
a particular application, they represent the start of real
client-side applications.
The Document Style Semantics and Specification
Language (DSSSL)[4] is a Scheme-based document
transformation and formatting language for SGML. It
has a very powerful query language and could certainly
be used for this kind of work. However it has a few
drawbacks. Our concerns with DSSSL syntax and semantics, particularly, for transformations are stated in
[8]. Beyond that, DSSSL is a totally functional language
with no side effects and (as implemented) no interface to
the outside world. In the final analysis, decisions among
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languages are often based on factors other than pure capabilities.
SGML, the “parent” of HTML, is a system for
building meta-languages, such as HTML. The preferred
SGML approach is to develop markup describing what
the items being marked up are, rather than how they
should look, so an actor in an IMDB page would
be preceded by an <actor> tag, and a comic strip
GIF would be <comic src = ‘‘comic.gif’’
date = ‘‘01101998’’>. In other words, the
markup is the model, or, alternatively, the syntax and
vocabulary easily map into the semantics[7]. SGML
has had little impact on the Net so far as a delivery
medium, although it is very present behind the scenes as
the storage format for many Web sites, with the SGML
original down-translated to HTML for delivery, but the
SGML community has been producing a stripped down,
rationalized version called the eXtensible Markup Language (XML)[3], with promised support from both major browser vendors. The Channel Definition Format
(CDF)[21], proposed by Microsoft as a push protocol
standard, is in XML. If XML is successful, then many
sites with large databases may move to XML to allow
client side applications. All the tools mentioned in this
paper will work better with XML than they do with
HTML.

6 Conclusions
The late 80’s and early 90’s saw a push towards distributed client/server systems, where servers became information repositories and applications resided at the
client. In many ways the Web has reversed that trend,
and one vendor has even mentioned that it is easier to
move a mainframe-based application to the Web than a
client/server one. The server controls all the data and
how it is handled; the client is just given a terminal to
view it.
The work discussed here attempts to readjust this imbalance. It is a truism in the database world that no one
can know all the uses to which data will be put. If this is
true inside a corporation it is even more true on the Web.
Once they have access to it, users will find an endless
number of applications for all kinds of data.
We have identified numerous areas where this approach is of value, both on the client and on the server.
We are in the process expanding our tools to facilitate
writing this kind of application and integrating it with
the rest of the local environment.
In the final analysis, the distinction between client
and server on the Web is aritificial. Certainly the or-

ganizations running servers are Web users as well. The
ability to dynamically reorganize and combine information on the Web benefits all parties.
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